By Peter Masters

Ist. Cent
Invasion & Conquest
After successfully leading the invasion of Britain in 43 A.D and having established
a stronghold in the south east, Aulus Plautius ex governor of Pannonia was replaced in
47 by a New Governor General Publius Ostorius Scapula , who continued to build upon
the territorial gains of his predecessor and advanced westward and north-east . Subjugating and aligning the various tribes to ROME , until he held control over a large area of
southern Britain.
He did not achieve this without struggle or conflict of course. The British peoples
were not a united nation but separate tribes, with groups or septs owing an allegiance to
their tribal leader, prince or king, with little sense of a national identity.
As a local resistance in conflict with the Roman policies. they were
poorly organised and the advance by the mighty Roman war
machine, was made against lightly armed warriors,
One person however emerged from the beginning as a
leader capable of both organising & uniting the various tribes
and forming an effective resistance group which harried the
movements of the Roman legions, this person was Caratacus,
He was of noble blood being the son Cunobeline of the Catuvellini & Trinovates Tribes and for seven years he was to be a thorn in the side to the
Romans, until he was pushed back to the foothills of central Wales, where he called
upon the people of the Ordovices in Central & North Wales. for support and supply.
Caratacus was eventually provoked or pushed into an engagement with Scapula's
legions (Probably the IX Hispana & the XX ) comprising some 10-12,000 men plus a
further 8-10,000 Auxiliary troops. Although no figures are available for the British
tribes they are believed to have numbered as many as 80,000-100,000. and although
outnumbered by four or five to one the legions pushed the British back and broke their
lines,
The British however managed to withdraw and escape through the woods and slip
away. Unfortunately Caratacus wife and daughter and some of his brothers-in law were
captured .
Caratacus was offered sanctuary by his sister in-law Queen Cartimandua of the
Brigantes. and was then betrayed and handed over to the Legions. He and his family
were taken to Rome in chains. whereupon he made such an impassioned speech to the
Emperor Claudius, that he was granted his and his family's freedom and they lived out
their days under licence in Rome .
The battle was something of a hollow victory for the Romans, for such as they had
broken the opposition army, it was now split up again into smaller units and continued
to aggravate the Romans for several more years, they being harder to pin down !.
Wearied by five years continuous pressure Scapula died whilst in the last few
months of office 52 A.D. His record as governor shows that he had established two
client kingdoms and settled many Civitas. and established a line of control (frontier)
from the Seven estuary to the Wash.
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The opposition to Roman Occupation did not cease with the capture of Caratacus
in 50 A.D and during the hiatus of command whilst the next governor. Didius Gallus
was appointed and installed, the Silures attacked a Vexillation of Legionaries on a
working party cutting wood. Foolishly the Romans do not appear to have set any
sentries and were taken by surprise. The Silures inflicted many casualties and even the
eventual arrival of Roman reinforcements did not deter them from pressing home their
advantage. and finally an entire legion had to turn out and come to the rescue of the
beleaguered cohort and drive the Silures off.
The new governor Gallus arrived to find the province in a state of major unrest, as
evidenced by the news of a shocking defeat of a whole legion commanded by the Legate
Valens (possibly the XIV Gemina ) by a war band led by Venutius the estranged
husband of Cartimandua of the Brigantes. .
Gallus immediately set about consolidating the Welsh border, but then another set
back occurred in 54 A.D with the death of the Emperor Claudius. The Romans could
only retrench and hold their positions until new policies and strategies had been
determined. This caused a long and uneasy hiatus of command and decision as a period
of uncertainty settled over the future of the province, which even included the consideration of abandonment altogether. After a delay of three years the new Emperor Nero
finally made a positive decision to retain the province and to expand the frontier and
claim more territory, beginning with the conquest of Wales !
One possible motivation for the reassessment of Britain was a belief in the large
mineral wealth available, although as yet not fully located or exploited. Gold. Silver.
Copper. Lead. and Iron. were known to exist and Iron was found in abundance in the
weald of Kent & Sussex and later in the forest of Dean
Lead was being extracted at Denbigh (Flint) possibly by private contractors. The
lead Mines of Clwyd/ Flintshire are dated to c, 60 A.D and were annexed in 61 A.D .
One private contractor/trader was C. Nipius Ascanius and Lead pigs are recorded as
stamped [Metallum Deceanglicum] (undated)
The protection of the mining community and merchants may have provided the
excuse the military needed to move into the territory of the Decangli . The Silver
recovered from the smelting of the lead went to the state and the miners were allowed
to sell their ore on the open market. (The Silver/Lead yield in Britain was about 0.06%
compared with about 0.25% in Spain).
The Gold and Copper were not freely available for exploitation until some time
later. at Dolacothi, Pumpsaint.
Another reason given for the continued occupation was the concern about the vast
sums of money invested in the province, and loans made to the tribal leaders and chiefs
which had yet to show a return. Dio tells us that Seneca had over 10.00000 sestersece
loaned out and doubtless as Nero's ex tutor had the opportunity as well as the need to
influence any decisions.
It was the High interest demanded and the imminent recall for repayment of loans,
which was placing a severe strain upon a naíve and non commercial native people who
had been encouraged and even coerced into borrowing the money in order to undertake
the finance and construction of Temples to the Emperor Claudius and other Civil
buildings. which they did not want. The gradual realisation of the harsh terms of the
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loans and forfeits that were due in the event of default, have been held as principle
reason for the disaffection and unrest which had slowly built up within the province,
even amongst those loyal allies of long standing and helped lead to the eventual and
explosive revolt by Boudicca.
D Gallus was recalled and replaced by Quintus Veranius in 57/58 A.D.
The Appointment of the next Governor had to be carefully considered and a person
with skill and tact was required. As well as an undoubted military ability, the candidate
had to be a politician and diplomat to boot. Such a man was found in Quintus Veranius,
he had experience of mountain warfare in Asia Minor and was also a skilled administrator , able politician and diplomat. His successful campaign against the Silures and his
forward policies, forced an uneasy peace and the Silures ceased to be any further threat
and are no longer mentioned in the records, although whether by diplomacy or force of
arms is unclear, the outcome was to divide Wales in two, with the Ordovices in the
North and central areas and the Silures in the southern parts.
Veranius also pushed north west into the territory of the Decangli and almost
reached the Irish sea, by which action he isolated the Ordovices. Unfortunately Veranius
died within the year.
Suetonius Paulinus was now appointed to command in 58 A.D and with the
subjugation of the Silures he was free to concentrate on the Ordovices especially the
tribal septs on Mona (Anglesey ) who were supporting the Druids, who had the rare
distinction of being Proscribed as anti religious trouble makers.
Leaving Deva ( Chester) in 59 A.D. Paulinus marched upon the Menai, forced a
crossing and attacked the island, and put the enemy to flight, but before he could
consolidate his position he received news of the uprising by Boudicca and her march
upon CAMVLODVNVM ( Colchester ) & LONDINIVM ( London) he was therefore
forced to withdraw his troops from the region and the Ordovices were left in relative
peace for the next fifteen years.
The revolt by Boudicca was put down in 60 A.D. after a final and bloody conflict,
the XIV Gemina received the award of Martia Victrix for its part in the controlling the
uprising. The estimated loss of British lives is put at c 80.000 with only a small loss to
the Roman troops (Although no mention is made of the losses sustained by the
Auxilliary troops, as they were not Roman they did not count !). The quelling of the
Revolt was followed by a savage, brutal and ruthless assault on all or any tribe thought
to be sympathetic to the cause.
Paulinus was recalled in 61 A.D and there now followed a period of apparent calm
whilst order was restored and reparations made. This occurred during the reign of a
succession of nondescript and little known people appointed to govern the province.
viz::P Petronius Turpilanus 6-163 A.D : M Trebellius Maximus 63-69 A.D :M
Vettius Bolanus 69-71 A.D. this later period also covers the death of the emperor Nero
in 69 A.D and the year of the Four Emperors and the civil wars which followed, these
events seem to have diverted attention from Britain and little is recorded of the day to
day administrative problems which occurred.
Vespasian was appointed Emperor late in 69 A.D and he recalled Bolanus and
replaced him with Q Petillius Cerialis, this is the same general that was Legate of the IX
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Legion who were with the Invasion forces of 43 and who had also played a crucial role
during the revolt of 60 A.D
With the West & Wales secured by the border established by Veranius, The
Governor general Cerialis took his Legions northward up the east side of the Pennines
whilst Agricola (later to become Governor himself) took the XX Legion up the west side
of the Pennines and they meet at Carlisle.
Upon his appointment Cerialis was given a new Legion the II Auditrix these were
troops raised in the civil war from the Marine service and these were stationed in
Lincoln (the fenland area)
Having established a new northern frontier by pushing through the troublesome
Brigantes Cerialis was replaced by Sextus Frontinus in 73 A.D. Secure in the knowledge that the north was now under control, Frontinus directed his attention to towards
the Silures, pushing across central Wales to the coast with the II Augusta and annexing
the Gold Mines at Dolacothi, he is also believed to have established Auxiliary forts in
central Wales where he had a squadron of cavalry ( Ala quingenaria ) operating.
The Scapulan Fort of Rhyn Park was reconstructed and reduced in size. At about
this period there were a series of Civitas and settlements established and a programme
of Civil building was also undertaken throughout the province.
He was replaced in 78 A.D by Agricola.
The new governor was spurred into action by the loss of an Ala of cavalry which
was deployed by Frontinus, when they were attacked whilst on patrol in the Ordovices
territory.
Using the confusion caused by relocating his Legions (The XX to Wroxeter and
the II Aud to Chester) Agricola swung his forces into north Wales and attacked the
Ordovices with a combined assault using the XX into lower north Wales via Bala and
the II Aud and the Batavian Cavalry into north wales along the Route previously used
by Paulinus in 60 A.D.
Using the Batavian's to ford the Menai at the same time as the II Aud Crossed the
"Bailey bridge " to attack Anglesey and the Settlements of the Driuds and the Ordovices
. they were caught in the pincer movement. and assaulted and savagely reduced with
such ferocity and near annihilation that they reputedly did not recover until the Third
century.
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Chapter two
Paulinus Assault on Mona
Seutonius Paulinus was the Governor General , He had experience of mountain
warfare from his campaigns in the Atlas Mountains and was considered a good, if not
harsh general but lacking in the diplomatic skills of his predecessor .
The Druids influence continued upon the British political and religious affairs and
encouraged every sort of resistance , much to the dismay of the Romans who went so far
as to Proscribe the Driudidic religion and faith, a distinction previously reserved uniquely for the Jews and later shared by the Christians. It was to the Druids and their cultural
centre on Anglesey (Mona) that the governor turned his attention.
Paulinus having arrived at Chester (Deva) at the start of the campaign season in 60
A.D quickly marshalled his troops and marched upon north Wales and the Menai
straits. By using a flotilla of small flat bottomed boats (Punts) which he had either
constructed or brought with him, his Legions crossed the Menai whilst the detachment
of Auxiliaries forded the Straits further down stream. where they then created a pincer
movement to trap the Druids.
Tacitus gives us a graphic and lurid account of the awaiting Druids and their
followers whom Paulinus engaged in a one sided combat.
Following the complete rout of the Druids he set about garrisoning the Island. It
was at this time that he received news of Boudicca's uprising and the march upon
Colchester (CAMVLODVNVM) by the Iceni.
Forced to disengage and withdraw at once from Anglesey he regrouped , reorganised his troops and cut across country via Bala to Wroxeter . Where he then set about
deploying his troops to put down the revolt.
Thus ended Paulinus ambition for a spectacular conquest of North Wales, controlled by the distribution of strategically placed Vexillation and Auxiliary forts, which he
thought should be sufficient to deal with the local Tribes. But after his withdrawal from
north Wales in the late summer of 60 A.D the region was left to its own devices for
nearly 15 years, as events turned to focus on the various problems, other governor's were
to experience elsewhere in the province .

.-/The Campaign of Seutonius Paulinus
It would seem likely that Paulinus advanced from Chester to the Menai Straits. his
actual route is not stated but it seems probable that he would have traveled across the
coastal plain ( R 67A ) since this would take him through the most populated areas and
bring him to the Conwy valley (R 67B where he could be replenished with fresh supplies
by the fleet (Classis Britanica ) . It is now recognised that forts were established on the
banks of tidal estuaries when ever possible and the location of Caerhun ( Kanovium ) is
a good example of this policy.
From here we can trace the probable line of approach to the Menai.by using the
description of the Roman road by Margary ( Roman roads in Britain ) and the no's used
are his notations . The line of the route has been confirmed by the discovery of no less
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than five milestone along or adjacent to the line with appropriate mileages as given in
the Antonine Itinerary Iter XI.
Having Crossed the Conwy at Tal-y-Gefn, Paulinus turned south and down stream
to a broad flat meadow where he encamped (this was to become KANOVIVM the 4.9
acre Fort consolidated in a later period ).Paulinus would need to secure the Hill fort at
Pen-y-gaer (SH ) in order to control the high ground and to protect the camp . and the
next Hilfort of Caer bach to the north west, which would control and secure the pass
between Drogl and Tan-y-fan ,and the any settlements in the immediate vicinty.
Passing through the gap the route proceeds to the river valley at Aber falls with
troops probably placed in the hill fort at Maes-y-gaer (SH ).
Turning west the road now follows the scarp approx. 1-2 miles inland and running
parallel to the Menai . [ route Iter XI 67c] (it is interesting to note a second Caerhun at
the midway point between Bangor and Dinowig ).
Paulinus would now have to establish a Camp, and find a suitable crossing point.
this would be very difficult because of the fierce currents which exist in the straits and
there is only slack water for 2 hours ( 1 before and 1 after high tide) a suitable location
exists close to where the Suspension bridge stands today. Before the bridge was built,
livestock was swum across at this point in order to get to the market at Bangor.
The likely method employed by Paulinus for his crossing, would be to use the
Batavian cohort who were renowned for their ability to swim their horses across fast
flowing and swollen rivers, to act as breakwaters up stream and also as "catchers" for
strays and drifters down stream. whilst the flotilla of flat bottomed boats were lashed
together to make a pontoon bridge.
Ever since Caesar had adopted this method when he crossed the Rhine it had
become standard practice for units to take wagons of boats with them when on
campaign. Curiously there have been recorded finds of "Oak Coffins " or "Dug outs"
found in the nearby region (see page 13 ).
The time required to march 4/5000 troops across a pontoon bridge cannot be less
than 10/12 hours. they then have to be formed up into their various units and commands
and battle order, some surprise !
At the start of the campaign season the Governor of Britain S Paulinus concentrated his troops and marched out to locate the enemy. This required a lot of planning and
intelligence gathering, to scout the route and get to know the lie of the land, the people,
their political attitude and their strongholds and settlements . but more importantly their
ability to provide provisions for his troops, whether willing or not !.
Paulinus forces on the campaign were the IX legion, a Vexillation of the XX and a
Vex illation of Auxiliary troops believed to be the Batavian Cavalry .
Although little is said of the opposition of the Decangli and the Ordovices, Paulinus
had had two previous campaign seasons to soften up the enemy and learn something of
the territory . None the less it was still a long slow process of scouting ahead to pick the
best camp sites with suitable defences , moving in setting up camp and battling with the
elements.
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when camping it was not unusual to divide the forces into smaller units for
security, a prudent move as proven to Agricola when one of his three divisions were
attacked whilst camped.
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The Marching Camp.
According to the army handbook of Hygenus the marching camp would have
taken the following form.
Firstly the Surveyors would have gone forward with the scouts to select a level site,
well drained, a clearing with good visibility preferably on elevated ground, a tall order
since a Full marching camp could cover some 9 acres.
They would then mark out the Principia (Commanders tent or Praetorium ) and
from this central position they then set out 2 streets, across the front. The Via Principalis
and at right angles to it the Via Praetorium. to form a T shape so arranged that the
Principia faces the enemy. All the tent lines were then set out either behind the Principia
on the Rententura which contained an average 220 men per acre or in front of the
Principia on either sides. The camp was interspersed by streets, the main street was 18m
wide, the secondary streets 15m wide and lanes of 6m width. Between the Ramparts and
the first line of tents was the Intervalum 18m wide to provide a defensive space and to
enable the deployment of troops. The camp was defended by a V shaped Ditch and an
Embankment topped by a line of pointed palisade stakes which were carried by the
Legionaries ,3 per man.
The camp would for preference be located near a river. And sited by its banks
would be places set aside for drawing water for cooking and drinking, whilst lower
down stream would be a space for watering the stock. Inside the camp would be latrines,
rubbish pits and cooking ovens. An annexe was provided for corralling the stock and
securing the wagons and baggage, and for ablutions. the camp was secured by a ditch
and bank approx. 1m wide and high crested with palisade stakes.
The leather tents ( Papilio ) were about 9m square and were carried rolled into a
sausage on a pack mule or pony .
Each tent slept 8 men ( contubinary ) there would have been 8 tents to 80 men as
16 of them would always be on duty. and the reduction in tent no's meant a considerable
savings in weight in portage and fewer pack animals.
1 Maniple of tents would comprise :1 larger tent for the centurion. at one end and
: 2 rows of 8 tents.
A full marching camp could cover 9 acres.
From this temporary camp the units would patrol the settlements and strong holds
of the local people. An essential requirement would be the foraging for food and
supplies as the demands of the troops and animals would be considerable. as we can see
from as cursory look at some of the figures involved for supplying a full Legion
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Supplies & camps
Supplies & Camp for the : Legio IX would consist of 9 cohorts of 6 centuries (80
x 6 x 9): 4320 men Plus one double Cohort of 5 Double centuries (80 x 2 x 5):800 Men
. Plus various scouts & riders :120 Men
The legate, Centuria and the Staff officers: 260 Men
Total 5500 Men
The baggage and transportation of the provisions plus the wagons and possible
"Artillery" equipment brought along would require up to 1000 to 1400 pack horses ,
Mules and draught animals plus a further 800 horses for the scouts and officers.
Add to this the Vex illation from the Legio XX which could account for a further
1000 to 2000 men and riders with their baggage and provisions.
And then the Auxiliary Ala Quingenria (cavalry) of 500 men and animals could
bring the total field force to around 7500 men and 2-2500 animals, plus the numerous
wagons and carts.
The normal diet for a Roman soldier was Corn, bacon, fish, poultry , Vegetables
and wine or beer. but when on campaign they ate anything that could be caught. fox,
badger, mole or mouse.
Each man was allotted provisions of 3lb of corn per day often in a form of "hard
tack Provisions" ". for 17 days,
"hard tack" consisted of sour wine, bacon and Bucellatum (Biscuits) cooked from
the 3lb corn ration.
The provision of corn alone for the field force could be high as 8-10 Tons per day!
plus the other provisions and the feed and fodder for the horses of 18 to 20 tons per day
was yet another burden.
To ensure provisions for the troops are maintained whilst on the campaign
Paulinus had to do two things
1/ take sufficient food with them for their immediate and long term needs.
2/ Arrange a supply route along their line of march and establish which tribes and
settlements were friendly / hostile and able or willing to provide fodder and provisions.
Although it is accepted that they could carry 17 days of supplies with them, this
was unlikely to be sufficient since they did not know how long they were to be away on
the campaign. and would have to be supplemented .A study of the local food economy
and its ability to meet the demands of such a large influx of people and Animals would
go long way in revealing the husbandry and prosperity of the indigenous people.
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Supply Road
The work of surveying and laying out this supply road and its construction to the
prescribed standards, would probably have occurred in the following manner .
The ground cleared of all scrub and trees to width of 8 meters . A 2 meters wide,
level carriageway, consolidated by stone , or a corduroy of logs across marshy ground
with a drainage ditch and log kerb.
The construction of such a road would follow on some 1 to 2 days behind the Army
and could proceed at the rate of 1 m·ile per day, progressing at 450 man hours per 100
yards using some 500 to 800 men (approx. 20 days work to Caernarfon).
The Field force would also be supplied by the Navy " Classis Britanica" travelling
along the coast and into the mouth of the Conwy . It is recognised that this was an
established practice and the later fortlet at Caerhun/ Kanovium was within the tidal
reaches of the estuary.
We are told by Tacitus that Paulinus took with him a fleet of flat bottomed boats.
With which he crossed the Menai, , but it had been standard practice since Julius Caesar's
time in Gaul for the Legions to take with them small boats constructed or hollowed out
of one log and these with a quantity of planks and nails would have been lashed together
to quickly form a pontoon bridge. Had the Hollowed log been developed into a "punt"
?
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Occupation Signs
A permanent garrison will leave a lasting record of occupation signs and a more
dateable account of its existence. through the general detritus of occupation, whereas
since by nature a mobile force will be travelling light, they leave very little evidence or
indication of their occupation, this could explain the apparent absence of evidence for
military occupation before the Flavian period of 69 A.D . Tacitus tells us that there were
campaigns made against the Decangli in 58 A.D and therefore camps and or fort
distribution or even the absence of Roman sites may not indicate the actual campaign
routes of Paulinus.
An increasing number of iron age forts have been identified as being used by Vex
illations as bases by or whole or part units of auxiliary or even on occasion whole
Legions .

General finds
No 136 Copper cakes Sh 5320424 6Dolbenmaen - Clenennan
Nat Mus Wales
No 138 Copper cakes SH 45763726 Llanstwmdwy Beach Glanllynas
Bangor mus
Copper ingot Anglesey [SOCIO ROMAE NATSOL]
Coins
Sh 520661 Gaer Brenin- Gareg Goch: Hoard
SH 47455637 Llandwrog Llwyn y Galch: Tetricus I(270-273) AD
SH 53795 l: Vespasian (69-79): Comodus (177-192) AD
SH 57303905 Yns cerig Duon :Sestersius Antonius Pius (138-161) AD
SH 51906710 Dinas Fort Hoard
SH 43705635 Dinas Dinlle Coins. Tetricus I(270-273),Carasausius(286-293),
Allectus(293-296), Intaglio Ring and Black burnt ware 2/3 cent
Oak Dugouts! Llanberis Llyn Alydaw, Pentir Vaynol .
Black oak boats /Coffins Llangybi Yns Craiu1918 SH44354400
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Chapter three
Agricola
Tacitus tells us that Agricola advanced into the territory of the Ordovices 78 A.D.
with a vengeful heart after the attack upon and loss of the cavalry unit placed in the area
by Frontinus. Although it is not clear whether he was based at Wroxeter ( VIROCONIVM ) or Chester (DEVA), it would seem more likely to be the former as Chester
was not consolidated into a Legionary fortress until 79 A.D as witnessed by the lead
piping inscribed to Agricola.
Wroxeter was occupied at this time by Agricola's old command the XX Legion.
Tacitus tells us about the Vex illation's brought together specifically for the campaign,
which may indicate the drawing of troops from other Legions and units, as well as the
concentration of the II Auditrix into the one place, probably Chester ( they were moved
from Lincoln in 78 A.D).
It was the piecemeal transferring of troops to new locations such as the withdrawal
of the XIV to Germany and the re-siting of units of the II Aud to Chester which was
started by Frontinus, that Agricola was to use to his advantage to create a screen to
disguise his preparations for his campaign against the Ordovices and assemble his Vex
illation's and Auxilliary troops unnoticed.
The Ordovices were taken unawares as they were not expecting an attack to come
from these transitory troops.nor from a so newly appointed a Governor !
Agricola had previously served under the Governor Cerialis as Legate of the XX
legion and had therefor gained a great deal of knowledge about the people the terrain,
and the intelligence gained from Paulinus assault on Anglesey would be of immense
value to him.
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Chapter Three
The Archaeological Evidence
Roman Roads.
The Roman Antonine Itinerary as passed down to us , deciphered and translated has
proven to be of immense value and remarkably accurate in identifying and locating the
site , towns and cities. Used in conjunction with the Ravena Cosmography, we have a
list and distance table for nearly all the identified sites in the Roman World, plus some
confirmed by conjecture speculation and some as yet unidentified .
The Roman miles are to all intents and purpose the same as our own and the actual
distances bear a close comparison to the stated distances .
The section for our review is the part called
ITER BRITANIARVN
Iter XI SEGONTIVM to DEVA (MILLA PASSUM)
MP (sic.) LXXIIII (71 Miles)
KANOVIVM XXIIII (21) Miles)
VARVS XVIII (18 Miles)
DEVA XXXII (37 Miles)
The difference being just 3 miles between Roman and English miles over the this
route !
Along the Segontium (Caernarfon) to Kanovium (Caerhun) section six milestones
have been found dating from the time of Hadrian to Constantine a period covering over
two hundred years, demonstrating the fact that this road was in constant use over this
period. When part of the surface was excavated at Blwch Ddeuffan, the section revealed
that the road had been re-surfaced and showed two layers separated by about 16 inches.

The Roman Road
The Stretch of Roman road from Kanovivm to Segontium has had a long continuity
of use as shown by the many Milestones found along the route, there are six in all and
several are in close proximity, some so close as to share the same map co-ordinates and
suggest that they are the same stone .Curiously some occur in pairs even though they are
of differnt periods and in postions which are close to but off the line of the actual road
itself, Whilst it is understandable that a stone may be re-located for a variety of reasons
it is diicult to see why two stones shloud be removed and then placed together. What we
see is that the stones were still close to their original locations, as the milages given upon
them testify .
The Importance of the road is emphasised by the volume of milestones over such a
short section of Roman road and the resurfacing which was undertaken to maintain its
condition.
The inscriptions and descriptions carved upon the milestones, helps us to establish
their date and the identity of the people commemorated.
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The placing of Milestones with inscriptions also gives us some useful data in
placing them to a time scale, since the adoption of various titles within the inscriptions
can be placed with known events. Ie Hadrian did not take the title [P.P] [Pater Patriae]
until 128 and he did not renew his 3rd consulship in 119 and therefore the stone would
not have existed prior to that date but the lack of No's for the [ P.P] suggset it is the Ist
PP - thus a date of 128 would fit in with the known events.
What seems remarkable is that considering the remoteness of the region and its
"backwater" position in the province ,so many emperors are noted upon milestones and
also that they are also often short lived. The occupation of the forts & fortlets is mainly
by auxiliary troops and we are also given to understand by Tacitus that the area was very
sparsely populated thanks to the Agricolian policy of destruction.& reduction.

Roman roads
Pen Llystyn : short sections
SH 48164470 - 48214457.
SH 48184512 - 48344540
SH 487343ÿ0 - 48824408
Route R1a : A paved road recorded from the hut group Pen Iasf Wern running
SW Arfon Rythallt
R2 : Possible section below Llanrug church SH 52886345 - 53006346
R3 : Substantial causeway Sarn - Pont Rug. SH 51616310-5176328
Causeway Llynan Mymbyr and possible Agger SH 6975720-69975723
R4 : Pen y Gwryd : terraced road SH 65865574 -65975585 later than the camp ?
R5 ; Llyn Peris: Terraced road SH 59265907 -59555903
The direct route from Ty Coch to caer Bythod passes close to the field system of
Rhiwlas with associated fields?
SH 37634431 -37104426
Roman roads but probably native construction
SH 43764627 - 43104582
Ferries-Tan y foel - Llanidan- Moel- Bon y Don - llanidan II Pontaethwy porthlesgob field 848 (1056/1057/1050/1390Fortifications
The frontier stations siting and planning, was very careful to set out each within
one days march apart . The normal length of a days march was 12-15 miles [Istvm Iter] the forced march was 20-25 miles [Magnvm Iter]
From Caerhun to Bryn Gefelliúul 17 miles and to Tome y mur 17 mile and to
Caer Gai 20 miles [54 miles to Bala]
The mileages for North Wales to South Wales via the Sarn Helen are
: Caernarfon - Tomen y mur 20 miles :Tomen y mur - Penal 25 miles :Penal Llanio 31 miles : Llanio - Caermarthen 27 miles [total 103 miles ]
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All the stations lay close to or on lines of communication and roads and were meant
to guard passes and junctions, they were placed as near to convenient supplies of water,
pasture and timber . and also wherever possible to be accessible to the fleet by being in
close proximity to the tidal river estuary's . as evidenced by the following sites.
:Chester : Caerhun :Caernarfon : Penal : Caermarthen : Lough
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Milestones
Milestones along the route
1 .Location ; Bwlch y Ddeufan found 1954
source: Finds of Roman Britain
now Brit Mus
SH 7191762
Hadrian
Erected? 121-122 A.D
CAESTRAI/VS/HADRIAN/P M/TR/P/COS III/ ANOVIO /PV VIII
Caestri/(a)V(gstu)S/Hadrian/P(ontifex)/M(aximus/T(ribuinca) P(otestatas) COnSul III (k)anovium (milla) P(assum) VII
Caesar (Without [Imp] indicates a Designated heir) /Augvstvs/HADRIAN/Chief
Priest/Tribune (An annual award )Consul renewed 3 times./ to Kanovium 7 miles
Hadrian was in Britain 121-122 the date of this stone Could commemorate that visit and
the building of the wall 125.
-/2 .Location : Bwlch y Ddeufaen found 1959
source: Royal Commission Vol I
Nat Mus Wales
SH 71907162

CONSTANTINE I
Erected? 312- ? A.D
..N/AUG/DIVI/CONSTANTI/PI/AG/FILIO
...Nuicto/AVGusto/ DIVI/CONSTANTI/PIous felix AVgusti FILIO MP V
Erected by Constantine I (the Great .1st Christian emperor), who's Father Constantivs
I who had overthrown Allectus the usurper in Britain.during the Tetrarchy. He was
governor of Britain and granted an Augustvs in 305. He died in York 306 , his son
Constantine was immediately proclaimed Emperor by the troops and with the consent
of Galerius became Ruler of Britain & Gaul. He aquired an Augustus by 310 and his
final victory [invictio] at the Milvan bridge was 312 (0ct). The use of Divus was a way
of enhancing the legitimacy of the Claim and the title Filio (Son) explains his relationship as opposed to designated heir
-/-
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3 .Location: Rhiwiaw Uchaf.Found Feb. 1883
Source:
SH 67917275

HADRIAN
Erected post 128-138 A.D
IMP/CAES/TRAI/ANVS/ HADRIANVS/AVG/P/M/TR/P/PP/COS III
/A/KANOVIUM/MP VIII
IMPerator/CAESar/TRAI/ANVS(Trajan)/HADRIANUS/
AVGustvs/Ponifex/Maximus(ie.prest/Triibunicae(Tribune)/Potestatis /Pater
Patriae(post128)/Consul III/Milla Passum/VIII
Caesar With the [Imp] indicates the title was confirmed by the senate Consul (renewed
3 times. but not after 119 and with PP post 128)

-/4 .Location: Rhiwiaw Uchaf. Found July 1883 (Broken)
Source:Brit Mus
SH 67917275

SEVERUS 209-211 A.D
(i)MP.P/CAES/L/SEP/SEVERVS/P/P/ET/M/AVR/ANTONINVS/AVGG/ET/P/S/GE
TA#î
/NOB/CAES /MP VIII
Imperatores caesares/Lucius Septimius Severus/Pater patriae/ et Marcus
Aurelius/Antonius/Augusti et Publius septimius/Geta. Noblilissimus...
[ Severvs was the Father of Caracalla# & Geta, Emperor 193-211- 10th year jubilee
203.
In 207 SEVERVS was campaigning in Britain with Caraclla & Geta until his death 211
The Use of double PP in IMP and the GG in AUG was a useful way of denoting joint
title and reign, which occurred AD198 when he and Marcus Aurelivs Antonivs [
Caracala # ] assumed joint rule. The tile Noblisimvs would suggest Geta was a noble,
and was used by a designated heir! GETA was made a Caesar 198 and Augusti in 209.
He was the administrator for southern Britain and was killed in Dec 211. must therefore
date before AD 209
-/-
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5 .Location: Aber((Madryn farm) found 1959
Source: Royal Commission Vol I
Bangor Mus
SH66887338

POSTUMVS 259-268 A.D
POSTVMO/PIO/FELICI/AUGUSTO/PONTIFEX/MAXIMUS/CONSUL
I/TRIBUNICIA/POTESTE/IV
postumo/Pio Felici//Augusto/Pontifeci/Maximo/consuli/Tribunicia/Postatate /IV

No Caesar or Imp which indicates not confirmed absolute and not given the right raise
an army
1st "Gallic" Emperor 260-268 Spent his reign in Gaul and had his authority in the west
inc Britain. He had 1 consulship and was a tribune in 4th yea r10th dec 261- 9dec 262
therefore post 262
-/6 .Location : Ty Coch. found 1806
Source: Royal Commission VolII
LOST
SH5836960

# CARACALLA 212-217 A.D
..N VM/N*G/IMP/CAESAR M AREL ANTONIUS PIUS/*F*I IX/AVG ARAB
nvmimbus/ augstorvm/ imperator /caeser/ marcvs aurelivs antonivs/ pius /fe;ix/
avgvsti /arabicus
#Caracalla & Geta were brothers. Both were in Britain 208-211
CARACALLA Nick name for the hooded cloak he always wore .
Real title - Marcus Aurelivs Antonivs 212-217.
[son of Severvs ,brother of Geta. campaigned in Scotland as legate 209, created Caesar
in 196. Emperor designate 197 . named Augustvs and joint ruler 198 and Emperor
211-217 .
He granted citizenship to all free inhabitants of the Empire in 212 ,Title Arabicus refers
to his Parthian campaign 213-217 so the stone must be circa these dates .
-/-
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7. Location : Caer Bythod found 1795
Source: Royal Commission Vol. II
Segontium Mus
SH 56656357

TRAJAN DECIVS 249-251A.D
IMP/Q/TRO/DECIO/..SA/G...EL
imperator/ quinto/ trianvs/ decivs/ caesari/ pio felix (felici)
Declared Emperor in 249, honoured by the state with name Trianus
-/-

Date Order and Mileages to Kanovivm
1: HÄDRIAN. 117-138 erected c121-2 MP VII
3: HADRIAN Erected c128-138
MP VIII
4:SEVERUS 209-211
MP VIII
6: CARACALLA [ Marcus Aurelivs Antonivs] 212-217.MP IX
7: DECIVS (Trajan) 249-251

Footnote: I have included two miles stones ascribed to Hadrian. There appears to be
some confusion both over the actual inscriptions and the locations possibly brought
about because. there are two milestones which share a very close O/S No, being some
yards apart .
It is not impossible for there to be two Hadrianic stones given the proliferation of
stones along this road
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The principle sites in North Wales.

Caerhun
SH 776703
Kanovium in the Antonine Itinery and Kanobium in the Ravena Cosmography.
This site was founded about 80 A.D (Agricola) and was possibly a confirmation of
a marching camp by Paulinus 59/60 A.D consolidated in stone and timber c 105-122
A.D and abandoned c 140Ó A.D
Sited on the west bank of the river Conwy at the tidal limit of the Estuary and at
the highest crossing point. The exploration of 1926/29 describe it as a square fort 460'
X 460' of 4.86 acres, with a small embanked enclosure 150' x160' outside the south
wall. Bath buildings were found to east between the fort and the river, there was also
possible evidence of a Roman dock. The defensive outer ditches were 16' wide x 5'
deep and 24' wide x 9' deep,
The Berm was 5'-6' wide. The bank was a composite construction of clay and rubble probably with a wooden Pallisade. The bank was 22'- 24' thick and 4'-5' high a later
stone wall addition was some 6'-8' thick. This was combined with detached Corner
towers. a space 10' wide behind the ramparts accommodated the cooking ovens and
cook houses which were later rebuilt in stone. There was a rampart roadway 15' wide
which ran around the inside of the fort.
The annexe was protected by a ditch 9' wide 3' deep and 5' rampart which appeared to be incomplete.
The Fort was of a simplified form with 2 of the 4 gateways having one attached
guard chamber these being the Porta Decumana and the Porta Principalis. there was a
standard Principia and Praetorium, a pair of Horea on the flank. with the disposition of
the buildings on the Rententura and the Praerententura being transverse or "Scama"
and comprised two pairs of barracks blocks on the Rententura and three pair on the
Praerententura plus two other long buildings thought to be stables.
A Vexillation fort. The accommodation was 500-600 = Quingenaria. Possibly a
Cohort Equitata Peditata. 380 Infantry 380 Cavalry . The Fort was provided with a
stone cistern and a Shrine.
The Bath house was excavated in 1801 but no records were kept apart from the
fact the usual dispositions were made i.e : Apodyterium : Tepiderium :Caldarium . Pottery finds were, coarse ware of the Flavian/Antonine period and 30 coins of varied
dates from 1 B.C to 111 A.D and one 4th cent.
Inside the fort was a Sunken floor in the local style of unspecified date
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Bryn Gefelliu./Caer Llugwy.
SH 746572
Inspected 1920-2 described as being located on a low gravel platform, on the
south bank of the river Llugwy. A square site 400' X 430' of 4 acres. possible Vexillation Fort.
The fort was defended by double ditch with a total width of 28' and a Turf and
clay rampart 5' which was revetted on both sides walls 5' thick.
No internal excavations were made but evidence of stone buildings were apparent.
An annexe was added to the west side 300' x 430' of 3 acres with stone walls, 2' thick.
with signs of internal buildings with oblong foundations 12' X 24' and 22' x 45'
dated to 80/90 A.D and maintained until c 140 A.D
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Pen y Gryd.
SH 660557
Five miles west of Bryn Gefelliau
A Full marching camp of 90 acres 900ft OD. the camp guards the pass of Llanberis. and the route to Tomen y mur.
A Rhomboidal shape 720' X 600' coªnstructed with earth and turf bank 14' wide
and 3' high, protected by a small external ditch
The walls are damaged and little remains of the Gates except on the south side
about 60' from the centre of the ridge crest no signs of the Clavicala or Tutlus, and the
west side is now lost.
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Caer Gai Bala
SH 878315.
Situated to the south west end of the lake 600'OD.
A square pattern site 425' X 425' of 4 acres (Vexillation?)
No recorded excavation . The walls appear to be of coarse rubble.
Founded c 78/79 Frontius ? Agricola ? the site was maintaned until 140 A.D.
A cemetery site nearby has a shrine pedestal dedicated to
I CHORS NERVIANUS c2ndcentury
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Pen Llystyn
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Pen Llystyn
SH 481449
Pen Llystyn was located on the neck of the LLyn peninsula and is the only widely
investigated fort of the period. It contained twelve barrack blocks suggesting that either
two Cohorts were brigaded together or the existence of a double unit size as yet
unidentified elsewhere !
Although what does appear clear is that this and the other Forts of their type and
period were not specifically grouped around the Legions in preparation for an offensive
or advance , but were spread across the country and concerned with the strategy of
control, this was because there was little or no enemy beyond, who could attack only
Ireland.
Whilst the legions were concerned with the larger strategy of conquest and
territorial gains, the Auxiliary troops were used to control, by use of units based in a
network of Forts. Garrisons of units were divided between a number of forts or each unit
may be assigned to a specific fort, and units may not have all been a standard size and
their internal organisation may have differed amongst the Legions.
The Fort at Pen LLystyn was discovered during gravel extraction which eventually
led to its total destruction.
The site was excavated between 1954 and 1956 and was lost by 1964.
Located 12 miles south of Segontium. The 4 acre site was 120' OD. and surrounded
by marshland, the Fort had a commanding view over the Dwyfach & Llyfni Valley's and
guarded the Peninsula.
The Fort occupation covers from c 80 A.D to 150 A.D. and was altered or modified
in three phases. including the addition of a 3 acre annexe to the south west.
Phase I appears to have been occupied for about 10 years and then suffered from
a severe fire . this could have been a deliberate act by. evacuating forces
Phase II. The fort was re-occupied at a later (Unknown) and was reduced in size
by an interval ditch dug along the Via Principalis , but the work was unfinished and the
fort again abandoned
Phase III. A new Fortlet was constructed over the northern quarter of the original
site, with a rampart of clay and turf, on a cobbled foundation. A single defensive ditch
and one Gateway in the south west side.
The Buildings were of the sill and beam style with possibly pen ends used for
storage (cf Dutch Barns). The site was probably manned by a detachment about 150 in
strength. although no signs of military activity were present on the site.
Phase I. The 4 acre site was 459' X 426' surrounded by 2 V shaped defensive
ditches. covering a span of 60' overall the first ditch was 5 wide 2' deep and the second
ditch 12' wide 4' Deep. The 18' high ramparts were made of gravel with a turf facing
built on a 9' base.
There was a double recessed Gateway between twin rectangular Towers. and
interval and corner towers all of timber construction. the internal buildings were of
round post type with clay walls The Praetoria (Commanders House ) consisted of rooms
with a collonaded veranda opening onto a central courtyard. the front four rooms border
the Via Principalis. The Principia. Headquarters building .
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The entrance was from the Via Principalis through an arched doorway , The
building was divided into three parts with an open court yard in front with a colonnaded
pavement and gravel surface, with a cistern and well . a cross hall with light coming
from clerestory windows, and a Dais or Tribunal for formal occasions, there were Five
rooms behind the cross hall. The central room was Sacellum where the regimental
shrine was kept, as well as a bust of the Emperor and the legions standard . in the cellar
was a Altar. under which the pay chest was stored for safety.(it was considered a greater
crime to commit sacrilege than to steal) .Two of the other rooms housed the administration offices.
HOREA: Grannaries 44 sq ft. Long narrow structures with massive walls and large
overhanging roofs and raised above ground on staddle stones.
Normally two per Fort they were designed to hold one years supply of corn .The
annual restocking of the Horea was a grain tax on the local population (the Collector
of taxes was also usually an intelligence gatherer as well ). Although the Horea were
normally parallel to the axis of the fort at Pen Llystyn they are parallel to the via
Principalis .
HOSPITAL VALETUDINARIUM. at Pen Llystyn where was one of the only
three known Hospitals. A Building with a single range of 10 rooms opening out onto a
veranda, with a roof extending over the veranda space and with a single room at one
end.
There is little to distinguish the hospital from the barracks blocks except for the
screen wall which extends beyond the colonnade for part of the length of the block
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Segotium
SH 482624
Some 300 yards from the tidal river Sieont, founded in c 78/79 A.D possibly by
Agricola. on his first campaign the fort is 1508 OD and 5.7 acres 550' x 450'.
Defended by two V shaped ditches (Fossae) 178 wide and 15' apart .Each ditch is
subdivided by a central ridge, possibly set with stakes , A Berm 3'-7' wide led to a
Vallum rampart 18' wide and 5' high. The Porta Decumana was a timber construction
double gateway with a spina and flanked by guard rooms 8'-9' wide. A 4" Drain conduit
passed through the doorway. little was found of the remains of the Principia Praetorum
or Barrack blocks (Strigae & Scania) A well 13' deep supplied the needs of the fort.
The fort had a chequered career , and was fire damaged as at Pen llystyn.and
abandoned then reoccupied and restored in stone c 100 A.D (Trajan) and the Praetorium
was rebuilt c 120 A.D (Hadrian). Although the reconstruction did not include the
defences except possibly the north west gate the Porta Principals dexta. with a double
entry gateway , spina and guard room in ashlar stone.
The Horea were 89' x 19' :169 sq ft.
The fort was abandoned again possibly during the time of building Hadrians wall
117-138 A.D . reoccupation occurs again in the 3rd cent c 220 A.D and the records
indicate the 1st cohors Sunnici in residence. Dismantled and abandoned again c 290 A.D
. During the Diocletian / Clorus period.
The fort was again brought back into use and some bath houses added during the
mid 4th cent. and it was finally abandoned 380/390 A.D (Magnus Maximus)
There was a civilian settlement (Vicus) outside the fort to the north west
A large Roman structure SH 45426232 was a possible block house.
A watch tower 90' sq was located at Bryn glas SH 50246344.
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Roman Earth Works
Byn Glas
SH 50246344
200' OD Located on a wide mound 2' high forming a right angle. Excavation in
1921 suggests NW & SW sides poss 90' long possibly incomplete. SW banks of
earthen construction 28' wide 2' high and crowned with boulders. On the outer edge was
a shallow ditch 2' wide & filled with stones 1'6" deep. With a further flat bottomed ditch
10'6" wide & 5'6" - 4' deep.
Interior adjacent to the middle of the SW side a rectangular platform 13 'x 9' with
a cobbled floor with the poss traces of a hearth
On the NW side 2 stone built post holes 12' apart with major burnt wood traces,
poss footing .
Pottery finds of the first cent 60/80 A.D and the 2nd cent
Possible watch tower or blockhouse site. Enclosure
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Hen Wallan
SH 48256240
C 3rd Cent.
Rectangular enclosure 230 X 165. 200yds west from Segontium 100'OD on the
scarp of the Afon Seiont Some walls standing to 19' high & 6'3" wide square faced in
laid courses with a bonding course at 2' intervals .Interior walls constructed in Herring
bone pattern in stone with a poured mortar with potlug holes 2"-3" diameter penetrating through.
The 9' 6" gateway was near the centre of the S wall and appeared non defensive ,
and had a 12'6" square projection from the spring course into opening. no tower & no
ditches there was a small excavation in 1952

.
Bath House.Tremadog
Hen Fynwent ( llodiant Ysbyty)
SH 55734013
10' OD at the foot of the slope from Craig y Castell
Exc 1810 : Large qty Bones removed from the site
1868 : Large quantity of bones removed.and quantity of Roman brickwork.
large quantity Roman tiles and some good masonry but not considered Roman ?
1876:
1908: excavation by Breese.
50' X 13'6" Four rooms in a line . Hypercaust with 12 pillars and 9 pillars wall 2'3'6" thich rough coursed herringbone masonry of mortar pounded tile mix and rubble
& shell infill with interval bonding courses of tiles.and possibly plaster covered.,the
floor was lfagged / cobbled.
Various site finds and dated to 2/3 d cent.
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